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The smallest detectable interaural time difference (ITD) for sine tones was measured for four

human listeners to determine the dependence on tone frequency. At low frequencies, 250–700 Hz,

threshold ITDs were approximately inversely proportional to tone frequency. At mid-frequencies,

700–1000 Hz, threshold ITDs were smallest. At high frequencies, above 1000 Hz, thresholds

increased faster than exponentially with increasing frequency becoming unmeasurably high just

above 1400 Hz. A model for ITD detection began with a biophysically based computational model

for a medial superior olive (MSO) neuron that produced robust ITD responses up to 1000 Hz, and

demonstrated a dramatic reduction in ITD-dependence from 1000 to 1500 Hz. Rate-ITD functions

from the MSO model became inputs to binaural display models—both place based and rate-differ-

ence based. A place-based, centroid model with a rigid internal threshold reproduced almost all fea-

tures of the human data. A signal-detection version of this model reproduced the high-frequency

divergence but badly underestimated low-frequency thresholds. A rate-difference model incorporat-

ing fast contralateral inhibition reproduced the major features of the human threshold data except

for the divergence. A combined, hybrid model could reproduce all the threshold data.
VC 2013 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4795778]
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is a well-known fact of binaural hearing that human

listeners are not able to detect interaural time differences

(ITDs) in sine tones with frequencies greater than about

1500 Hz. The standard reference to this fact is an article by

Zwislocki and Feldman (1956). That article reported ITD

threshold measurements for three listeners at octave sine-

tone frequencies, 250, 500, and 1000 Hz, and also at the

highest frequency at which data could be obtained, approxi-

mately 1300 Hz. The results agreed well with data reported

by Klumpp and Eady (1956), which showed an ITD thresh-

old of 24 ls at 1300 Hz, but unmeasurably high thresholds at

1500 Hz. Both of these articles found that the lowest thresh-

old ITD, about 10 ls, occurred at 1000 Hz, though the fre-

quency resolution of the experiments was course.

These classic measurements from the mid 1950s offer

an intriguing view of the human binaural system. The best

performance occurred at 1000 Hz, but when the frequency

was increased beyond 1300 Hz, the task became impossible.

Thus, performance went from best to impossible in the span

of less than half an octave. We are aware of no aspect of

human hearing that shows a more dramatic dependence on

frequency.

The purpose of the experiments reported in this article

was to investigate the high-frequency dependence of ITD

detection in detail, using sine tones with a fine mesh of fre-

quencies to trace out the high-frequency dependence. We

then compare the experimental ITD thresholds with the pre-

dictions of two types of binaural processing models: a later-

alization centroid model and a rate-difference model. The

centroid model is a particular example of a place model

(Jeffress, 1948); the rate-difference model minimizes the

role of place encoding and relies on the difference in firing

rates in left and right sides of the binaural system

(McAlpine et al., 2001). Both models assume that the criti-

cal binaural interaction occurs in coincidence detector cells,

embodied in mammals as the principal neurons of the

medial superior olive (MSO) (Goldberg and Brown, 1969;

Yin and Chan, 1990). The ability of MSO neurons to pre-

serve ITD information as a function of frequency is compu-

tationally simulated in a biophysically based model, and

used as a basis to calculate ITD thresholds in the centroid

and rate-difference models. Relevant methods and results

are described separately in each experiment/model section,

and the unified discussion and conclusions follow at the

end.
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II. ITD DISCRIMINATION EXPERIMENTS

The experiments measured sensitivity to ITD in the fine-

structure for sine tones having identical amplitudes in the

two ears. The measurements depended on the fact that a

change in ITD (DITD) causes the perceived image of the

sound to move from right to left or conversely.

A. Methods

As in the experiments by Zwislocki and Feldman (ZF),

the method was two-interval forced choice. The listener was

required to say whether the tone on the second interval

appeared to be to the left or the right of the tone on the first.

The stimuli in left and right ears had synchronous onsets and

offsets so that the tones differed only in fine structure delay.

1. Stimuli

The tones were 500 ms in duration including a 100-ms

rise duration and a 100-ms fall. A gap of 400 ms separated the

two tones of a trial. The long rise time was intended to prevent

the onset (identical for the two ears) from affecting lateraliza-

tion judgments. According to Rakerd and Hartmann (1986),

100 ms is adequate. Tones were presented to the listener via

Sennheiser (Wedemark, Hanover, Germany) HD-410 head-

phones at a level of 70 dB SPL (sound pressure level)—the

same in both ears, a level that ZF found to be about optimum

for high frequencies. Although interaural differences in time

and level both vary in realistic environments, the lowest ITD

thresholds occur when there is no interaural level difference

(ILD) (Domnitz and Colburn, 1977), and our goal was to

obtain the lowest possible thresholds. Levels were measured

with an A-weighted sound level meter and a flat-plate coupler.

The listener was seated in a double-walled sound attenuating

room and made responses by pressing buttons on a response

box.

Our stimuli differed from those of ZF in the application

of ITDs. In the ZF experiments, the first tone of the pair

always had an ITD of zero, and the second tone had an ITD

that was either positive or negative. In our experiments, like

those of Hafter et al. (1979) and Henning (1983), the appli-

cation of ITDs was symmetrical about zero. For example, in

a typical right-left trial the tone led in the right ear by 10 ls

(ITD¼ 10) during the first interval, and led in the left ear by

10 ls (ITD¼�10) during the second interval. The magni-

tude of the difference in ITD values was then DITD¼ 20 ls.

Because listeners make their decisions based on the differ-

ence between the two intervals, all the data in this article

will be presented in terms of DITD.

The advantage of a symmetrical experimental method is

that larger DITD changes can be presented. Logically, the

largest ITD that can be present in any tone, ITDmax, is some-

what less than half a period of the tone, T/2. Practically,

ITDmax is equal to the so called “reversal point” identified

by Sayers (1964). At the reversal point, occurring at an ITD

of T/3 or less, the perceived lateral position averaged over

many trials is a maximum. As the ITD increases beyond the

reversal point, the lateral image moves back toward the cen-

ter. In an asymmetrical experiment, trials are limited to a

DITD of ITDmax. In a symmetrical experiment, such as ours,

the left can lead by ITDmax on one interval and the right can

lead by ITDmax on the other interval, permitting a trial to

access DITDs as large as 2ITDmax.

Our tones originated in a Tucker-Davis (Alachua, FL)

DD1 digital to analog converter, running at a sample rate of

100 ksps (kilosamples/s) in each channel. A delay of a single

sample would correspond to an ITD increment of 10 ls—too

large for a careful experiment. Therefore, the stimuli were

recomputed prior to every trial by a Tucker-Davis AP2 array

processor, controlled by an experiment program written in

C. That procedure permitted our hardware to present arbitra-

rily small ITD values. Tones were lowpass filtered at 20 kHz

by the two channels of a lowpass filter, �115 dB/octave. The

interaural phase shift attributable to small differences

between the two filters was reduced to a negligible value by

making the sample rate so high that the filter cutoff fre-

quency could be well above the tone frequencies.

The experiment used a three-down, one-up adaptive stair-

case procedure (Levitt, 1971), estimating the 79.4% correct

point on a psychometric function. After three correct

responses, the experiment DITD was decreased by the incre-

ment. After one wrong response, the DITD was increased by

the increment. The increment itself was 17ls for the first four

turnarounds. Thereafter, the increment was 5 ls. However, if

the experiment DITD became less than 11 ls, the increment

was reduced to 2 ls. The minimum allowed DITD was 1 ls.

The starting value of the DITD for a run was set to various

values from 100 to 500 ls, depending on the listener and the

frequency of the tone. The trials of an experimental run con-

tinued until the staircase had made fourteen turnarounds. The

first four turnaround values of DITD were discarded, and the

remaining ten were averaged to obtain a threshold for the run.

Runs continued over the months of experimenting until it

appeared that stable performance had been reached. The final

result for the threshold at any given frequency was the mean

of the thresholds for the final five runs and the standard devia-

tion (N � 1¼ 4 weight). Although feedback was given by

pilot lamps on the response box in early runs, no feedback

was given on the final five runs.

Final results were accepted as reliable if each of the five

runs converged. Runs were classified as convergent if the

run threshold DITD was less than the starting value. Runs

were classified as divergent if the staircase turnaround values

tended to increase monotonically as the run progressed. Spot

checks were run to ensure that final thresholds did not

depend on the starting value of DITD.

The frequency dependence of the threshold DITD was

explored with high resolution. Low test frequencies were

250, 500, and 700 Hz. Mid test frequencies were 700, 800,

900, and 1000 Hz—closely spaced to try to find the mini-

mum threshold and its frequency. High test frequencies were

1200, 1250, 1300—separated by only 50 Hz to obtain a pre-

cise estimate of the highest frequency at which threshold

DITDs could be measured, and to trace out the functional de-

pendence of the approach to that limit. The different fre-

quencies were tested in haphazard order except that more

runs were done for frequencies of greater intralistener

variability.
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2. Listeners

There were five listeners in the experiment. Listener L1

was female, the second author, age 31. Listeners L2–L5

were male undergraduates between the ages of 18 and 22.

Listeners had normal audiograms from 250 to 8000 Hz, as

measured with the B�ek�esy tracking technique. Their pure-

tone detection thresholds were within 15 dB of nominal in

both ears.

B. Results

1. Most sensitive listeners

Listeners were not all equally sensitive to changes in

ITD. Listeners L1 and L2 were the most sensitive. They had

thresholds with a well-defined minimum as a function of fre-

quency, not much larger than 10 ls, and measurable thresh-

olds at 1400 Hz. Their results are shown in Figs. 1(a) and

1(b), and thresholds from previous experiments using filled

symbols for comparison are also shown.

Listener L1: Listener L1 had more practice than any of

the others, having completed 71 runs prior to data collection.

The minimum threshold, DITD¼ 10.8 ls, occurred at

1000 Hz. The highest frequency for which staircases con-

verged was 1400 Hz, where the threshold was DITD¼ 133 ls.

Converging and diverging staircases are described in

Appendix A.

Listener L2: Listener L2 completed 26 runs prior to data

acquisition. The minimum threshold DITD of 11.0 ls

occurred at 800 Hz. The highest frequency for which listener

L2 could obtain a threshold was 1400 Hz, a DITD value of

141 ls.

The high-frequency thresholds for listeners L1 and L2

were remarkably similar. For 1400 Hz, thresholds were 133

and 141 ls, respectively (approximately 70 deg of phase

shift), and all runs converged. For 1450 Hz, thresholds were

473 and 508 ls, and all runs diverged. The difference in per-

formance between 1400 and 1450 Hz was remarkable. At

1400 Hz, runs not only converged, but every staircase turn-

around was less than the starting value for these listeners. By

contrast, at 1450 Hz and 1500 Hz, every staircase was highly

divergent by the measure of Appendix A. At 1550 Hz and

above, the threshold was unmeasurably high for both listen-

ers, as the value of DITD approached a complete period of

the tone before 14 reversals had occurred.

2. Less-sensitive listeners

Listeners L3, L4, and L5 did not match the performance

of listeners L1 and L2. Runs continued to completion for lis-

teners L3 and L4.

Listener L3: Listener L3 completed 85 runs, 50 of

which were used to obtain final data at the ten standard fre-

quencies between 250 and 1350 Hz inclusive. Eight runs at

1400 Hz did not converge, nor did runs at 1450 and 1500 Hz.

Several attempts to train L3 at 1400 Hz using feedback were

unsuccessful. As shown in Fig. 1(c), the lowest threshold

occurred at 800 Hz, DITD¼ 16.1 ls.

Listener L4: Listener L4 completed 64 runs, 45 of

which were used for final data at the nine standard frequen-

cies between 250 and 1300 Hz, inclusive. His lowest thresh-

olds were 32 ls and 36 ls at 700 and 1000 Hz, respectively,

about a factor of 3 larger than for listener L1. Thresholds for

L4, shown in Fig. 1(d), have the same general shape as those

for L1 and L2. Staircases for L4 did not obtain thresholds at

1350 and 1400 Hz consistently across successive runs.

Listener L5: Listener L5 was extensively tested. In 61

runs at the important frequencies of 700, 800, 900, and

1000 Hz, his thresholds were generally higher than those for

the other listeners. The means of the final five runs at each of

those frequencies were 36, 73, 83, and 45 ls, respectively,

roughly a factor of 4 or 5 larger than for listener L1. This lis-

tener may fall into the class of listeners who are relatively

insensitive to ITD compared to ILD as described in studies

summarized by McFadden et al. (1973).

C. Analysis

Figure 1 shows thresholds from previous experiments

using filled symbols. They include measurements by

Zwislocki and Feldman (1956), Klumpp and Eady (1956),

FIG. 1. DITD thresholds for four listeners, L1–L4, are shown by open sym-

bols. Between 1200 and 1400 Hz, data points are separated by 50 Hz. Error

bars are two standard deviations in overall length. The dotted line is the

maximum-likelihood fit to a 1/f law. The dashed line is the maximum-

likelihood fit to the form d/(fc � f)j. The vertical axis scale is enlarged for

L4 compared to the other three panels. Data from previous articles are

shown by filled symbols: cyan diamonds for Zwislocki-Feldman (1956); red

stars for Hershkowitz and Durlach (1969) and Domnitz (1973); orange

circles for Klumpp and Eady (1956); blue triangles for two listeners from

Dye (1990); black squares for Henning (1983).
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Dye (1990), and Henning (1983). Hershkowitz and Durlach

(1969) and Domnitz (1973) reported their data in a way that

makes their thresholds a factor of 2 smaller than thresholds

using our definition. Therefore, their thresholds were multi-

plied by a factor of 2 before plotting in Fig. 1(a).

Where comparison is possible, previously measured

thresholds are usually similar to ours. Some differences

may be attributable to different methods. For example,

Hershkowitz and Durlach (1969) and Domnitz (1973) used

a method of constant stimuli and found the 75%-correct

points on the psychometric functions. Our staircase tech-

nique estimated the 79.4%-correct on a psychometric func-

tion, a somewhat more demanding criterion. Detailed

discussion follows according to frequency range, low, me-

dium, and high.

1. Low-frequency theory

Previous experiments have found that as the frequency

is decreased below 500 Hz, the measured functional depend-

ence of the threshold ITD approximately follows a 1/f law

(e.g., Yost, 1974). This law corresponds to a constant thresh-

old phase shift, D/¼ f � DITD, but that does not necessarily

indicate a special role for interaural phase in neurophysio-

logical computation. Constant D/ is an expected behavior of

a computation based on interaural time delay because the

characteristic time scale for an excitation pattern on a lag

axis is the stimulus period T. Relative changes in the excita-

tion pattern caused by introducing an ITD (Dt) scale as Dt/T,

i.e., as fDt. For instance, the zero-lag cross-correlation, for

two sines with a relative delay of Dt is cos(2pDt/T). At low

frequency where the excitation pattern is broad on an inter-

nal ITD axis, a recognizable change needs to be proportion-

ately broad. Other pattern comparison processes, such as

threshold-crossing detectors, depend on the local slope of

the excitation pattern. For these too, constant performance

can be expected for constant values of Dt/T, i.e., for constant

D/. Skottun et al. (2001) made similar arguments for point

processes in the range where variability is frequency

independent.

Formally, the low-frequency region can be usefully

defined as the region where neural synchrony at binaural

comparison centers, modeled as cross-correlators, is high

and approximately independent of frequency. Then the theo-

retical predictions for the frequency dependence of DITD

depend on the distribution of the binaural centers as a func-

tion of their interaural time lag (best delay), and on the form

of the binaural display. Therefore, the low-frequency thresh-

olds are of more than passing interest.

2. Low-frequency experiments

Our experiment did not explore the low-frequency range

as thoroughly as the high-frequency range. In order to maxi-

mize the amount of data bearing on low-frequency questions,

our analysis took the low-frequency range to be the range

where DITD threshold decreased with increasing frequency.

The frequency range for each listener is shown in

Table I. A maximum-likelihood fit to the equation D//f is

shown by the dotted curves in Fig. 1. In this procedure, pa-

rameter D/ was varied to minimize the error, E,

E ¼
XN

i¼1

ðDITDi � D/=fiÞ2=r2
i ; (1)

where N is the number of values of measured DITD having

variances, r2
i . Constant parameter D/ is the corresponding

DIPD in units of cycles. In the last column of Table I, that

DIPD is converted to degrees by multiplying by 360.

A comparison between the actual data points and the

dotted lines shows that thresholds for listeners L1 and L2

decrease more rapidly with increasing frequency than the 1/f
law, but thresholds for listeners L3 and L4 decrease less rap-

idly than 1/f.1 Because of an unusually low threshold at

250 Hz, the low-frequency threshold function for L3 was

particularly flat compared to that of other listeners.

Alternatives to the 1/f law can be identified by the slope

of a log-log plot, for which the slope for a 1/f law is �1.

Table I shows that the slopes are steeper than �1 for L1 and

L2, and less steep for the other listeners.

Table I also shows slopes obtained by previous experi-

menters. Most of the data in the table indicate slopes shal-

lower than �1, in contrast to our most sensitive listeners L1

and L2—especially L2 with a slope of �1.74. It is possible

that our experiment focused so intently on the high-

frequency region that listeners were in some way unprepared

for low-frequency runs. To check this suspicion, we reran

listener L2 using the same protocol except that the frequen-

cies were limited to 250, 500, 700, and 800 Hz. In that

experiment the slope became �1.04, much less steep than

before. It is evident that a better experiment than ours, using

more and lower frequencies, would be needed to make defin-

itive statements about deviations from the 1/f law.

3. Mid-frequency minima

Because much experimental and theoretical research in

binaural hearing has been done with 500-Hz tones, it is

worth noting that the minimum, DITD thresholds occur at

higher frequencies – 1000 Hz for L1 and 800 Hz for L2. For

both listeners, these minimum thresholds were 11 ls.

According to a one-tailed t-test, these minima are

TABLE I. Maximum-likelihood low-frequency slopes and DIPD difference

limens, D/, for four listeners in this experiment compared with those from

previous human studies (Zwislocki and Feldman, 1956; Ricard and Hafter,

1973; Nordmark, 1976). Data from Shackleton et al. (2003) describe guinea

pig IC recordings.

Subject Frequency range (Hz) Slope DIPD (deg)

L1 250–1000 �1.33 4.2

L2 250–800 �1.74 4.2

L3 250–800 �0.78 4.5

L4 250–1000 �0.56 10.7

ZF 250–1000 �0.61 3.1

RH 250–1000 �0.79 4.3

NORD 100–400 �0.90 1.2

SHAK 50–850 �0.98 15.0
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significantly less than the corresponding thresholds at

500 Hz (p< 0.005). A minimum occurred at 800 Hz for

Listener L3, lower than thresholds at 500 Hz (p< 0.05).

Minima occurred at both 700 and 1000 Hz for L4, lower than

thresholds at 500 Hz (p< 0.025).

Both Zwislocki and Feldman (1956), and Klumpp and

Eady (1956) reported thresholds to be lower at 1000 Hz than

at 500 Hz, as did Henning (1983) and Dye (1990). Data from

Nordmark (1976) appear to show a minimum threshold near

700 Hz, though the value of the minimum itself, about 6 ls,

is atypically low and its definition seems to be unclear.

4. High-frequency experiments

The high-frequency regime is of special interest in this

article. Mills (1958) identified 1400 Hz as the upper limit

for effective ITDs. Experiments with two listeners at 65

phons by Nordmark (1976) found that the threshold for

DITD increased rapidly between the frequencies of 1200

and 1400 Hz. According to Nordmark, “Neither subject

could make any discrimination based on phase for frequen-

cies above 1430 Hz.” The data for our most sensitive listen-

ers, L1 and L2—converging staircases at 1400 Hz and

diverging staircases at 1450 Hz—agree remarkably well

with the conclusions of Mills and Nordmark. Given the

agreement among the different experiments and the analysis

of divergence from Appendix A, it may not overstate the

precision to say that the highest frequency for human ITD

discrimination is near 1400 Hz. It is not 1300 Hz, and it is

not 1500 Hz.

Attempts were made to fit the dependence of our meas-

ured thresholds as a function of frequency. It was found that

thresholds grew faster than exponentially for listeners L1,

L2, and L4. Growth was also faster than exponential for lis-

tener L3 when the anomalous points at 1200 and 1250 Hz

were averaged and plotted at 1225 Hz. Because of the rapid

growth, and because no finite ITD threshold could be found

at higher frequency, we fitted our data with a non-analytic

function typical of critical phenomena

DITDðf Þ ¼ d=ðfc � f Þj; (2)

where fc is the critical frequency, j is the critical exponent,

and d is a third fitting parameter.

The fitting procedure minimized a weighted least

squares discrepancy between the formula for DITD and all

the measurable thresholds at 1000 Hz and above. The fitted

functions are shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 1.

III. NEURAL MODEL

In the remainder of this article, we will compare the ex-

perimental ITD thresholds with the predictions of models of

the binaural system. We consider two kinds of models, a lat-

eralization centroid model and a rate-difference model. This

section presents a computational simulation of the ability of

MSO neurons to preserve ITD information as a function of

frequency, which is used in Secs. IV and V as a basis to cal-

culate ITD thresholds in the centroid and rate-difference

models.

A. Neural modeling methods

The model MSO neuron in the computational simulation

is defined by its cell and membrane parameters, its input and

synaptic parameters, and the acoustic stimuli assumed to

drive its inputs. Basic data analysis methods are also defined,

and parameter values of the model MSO neuron are provided

in Tables II and III.

1. Cell model

The model MSO neuron is based on existing multi-

compartment Hodgkin-Huxley models for a principal MSO

neuron and its ion-channel dynamics (Zhou et al., 2005;

Scott et al., 2010; Mathews et al., 2010; Fischl et al., 2012)

with modifications from the Zhou et al. (2005) model

described below. The four cylindrical compartments of the

model comprise a contralateral dendrite, ipsilateral dendrite,

soma, and axon. The two dendrites connect to opposite ends

of the soma, and in this study the axon connects to the ipsi-

lateral half of the soma (at 75% of the distance along the

soma from its contralateral to ipsilateral end). While the

model is used to estimate human ITD thresholds, it is based

on the physiology of ITD-sensitive MSO neurons in the

Mongolian gerbil. To be conservative in predicting a loss in

ITD sensitivity at higher frequencies, model parameters

were chosen to match or be slightly faster than those meas-

ured in the gerbil.

TABLE II. Parameter values of the model MSO neuron in each compart-

ment. (n/a is non-applicable.)

Parameter (unit) Dendrites (2) Soma Axon

Temperature (�C) 37 37 37

Number of segments, nseg 20 2 51

Diameter (lm) 3.5 20 2

Length (lm) 150 40 400

Resistivity, Ra (ohm � cm) 150 150 150

CM (lF/cm2) 1 1 1

EK (mV) �106 �106 �106

ENa (mV) n/a 62.1 62.1

Eh (mV) �43 �43 �43

EPAS (mV) �60 n/a n/a

ELeakNa
(mV) n/a �60 �65

GmaxKLT
(S/cm2) 0.0022 0.054 0.0595

GmaxNa (S/cm2) n/a 0.072 0.25

Gmaxh (S/cm2) 0.0011 0.0216 0.0025

GPAS (S/cm2) 0.00005 n/a n/a

GLeakNa
(S/cm2) n/a 0.0004 0.00005

EE (mV) 0 n/a n/a

fE (nS) 18–220 n/a n/a

sErise
(ms) 0.39996 n/a n/a

sEdecay
(ms) 0.4 n/a n/a

EI (mV) n/a �90 n/a

fI (nS) n/a 30–72, 3–8 n/a

sIrise
(ms) n/a 0.39996, 0.4 n/a

sIdecay
(ms) n/a 0.4, 2.0 n/a

VAP-THRESH (mV, set) n/a n/a �20

VREST (mV, measured) �60.3 �60.3 �64.3

sM (ms, calculated at VREST) 0.36 0.29 0.79
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The ion-channel dynamics of the model are character-

ized using existing equations derived from MSO neurons

and ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) neurons: for sodium

(Na), the equations for gerbil MSO neurons in Scott et al.
(2010); for the hyperpolarization-activated cation (h), the

equations for VCN neurons in guinea pig (Zhou et al., 2005;

Rothman and Manis, 2003); and for low-threshold potassium

(KLT), the equations for gerbil MSO neurons in Mathews

et al. (2010) with one modification for a faster inactivation

(contained in the dynamics equations received courtesy of

Fischl and colleagues, 2012). The time constant of KLT inac-

tivation (sz) as a function of membrane potential (vM) is

given in ms by

sz ¼ 10:7þ 170=f5 exp½ðvM þ 60Þ=10�
þ exp½ð70� vMÞ=8�g: (3)

The time constant values for all gating variables were di-

vided by the Q10 temperature factor of 3:0ðTb�22Þ=10, where

Tb equals the human body temperature in Celsius, 37 �C. The

net effect on sz is to be nearly constant at 2.1 ms for vM

between �100 and 40 mV, compared with sz in Mathews

et al. (2010), which increases from 2.1 ms at �10 mV to a

maximum of 13.8 ms at �72 mV. While the difference in sz

is large, the limited range of steady-state KLT inactivation

(z1, ranging from 0.45 at �60 mV to 0.27 at 40 mV)

decreases the effect of the faster sz.

The model MSO neuron in this study had minimal leak-

age currents at rest while maintaining resting membrane

potential (VREST) and resting membrane time-constant (sM)

values consistent with physiology (Scott et al., 2005;

Mathews et al., 2010). Reversal potentials of the ion chan-

nels were set as in Mathews et al. (2010): EK¼�106 mV,

Eh¼�43 mV; and in Scott et al. (2010): ENa¼ 62.1 mV. To

produce near-zero leakage currents at rest, the reversal

potentials for leakage currents (EPAS in dendrites, ELeakNa
in

soma and axon) were set approximately to VREST in each

compartment. In this condition, at VREST the outward current

iKLT
is offset by inward currents iNa and ih. By choosing the

ratio of iNa to ih (0, 0.25, 1 in dendrites, soma, and axon,

respectively) and computing the gate variable activations at

VREST, the ratios of the maximum conductance for KLT, Na,

and h (GmaxKLT
, GmaxNa, and Gmaxh) were found in each

compartment. The Gmax values were then scaled propor-

tionally for the desired sM given the membrane capacitance

(CM¼ 1 lF/cm2), and in some cases altered slightly to

enhance ITD performance. The model sM values reported

below were calculated based on the actual VREST values

(vm after 500 ms in a simulation without inputs). In the den-

drites, EPAS¼�60 mV, VREST¼�60.3 mV, and sM¼ 0.36 ms.

In the soma, ELeakNa
¼�60 mV, VREST¼�60.3 mV, and sM

¼ 0.29 ms. These sM values are in the faster range of measured

somatic sM values in MSO neurons (Scott et al., 2005; Scott

et al., 2007). In the axon, for both stability and ITD sensitiv-

ity, ELeakNa
¼�65mV, VREST¼�64.3mV, and sM¼0.79ms.

Action potentials were counted at the midpoint of the axon,

and the voltage threshold for counting action potentials

(VAP-THRESH) was held constant at �20mV. Simulations

were performed in freely available NEURON software

(www.neuron.yale.edu; last viewed March 26, 2013), which

supports linear space-gradients in vm.

2. Input model and synapses

The input model consisting of periodic rate functions of

Poisson-like processes was the same as in Zhou et al.,
(2005), but with reduced numbers of inputs to more closely

reflect anatomy (Couchman et al., 2010). The eight excita-

tory inputs represent bilateral inputs to the MSO neuron,

four each from the ipsilateral and contralateral anteroventral

cochlear nuclei (AVCN). The four contralaterally-driven in-

hibitory inputs represent glycinergic inputs to the MSO neu-

ron from the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (Smith

et al., 2000). Each excitatory input is connected to the den-

drite on the same side by an excitatory synapse, at distances

to the soma between 40% and 60% of the dendritic length

(one synapse at each of 42.5, 47.5, 52.5, and 57.5%). The in-

hibitory inputs connect to the contralateral half of the soma

(at 25% of the distance along the soma from its contralateral

to ipsilateral end).

Excitatory parameters are denoted with subscript, E, and

inhibitory parameters with subscript, I. While parameter val-

ues differ between excitatory and inhibitory synapses, each

synapse is modeled as a variable conductance r(t) in series

with a fixed reversal potential (EE¼ 0 mV, EI¼�90 mV).

Each synaptic conductance is augmented by a time-varying

increment in response to each action potential from its input.

This increment, Dr(t), is the difference of two exponentials,

having a faster rise time constant, srise, and a slower decay

time constant, sdecay (sdecay> srise), and a peak conductance,

f, at time, tp, after the input action potential at time t¼ 0;

Dr(t)¼ [f/s(tp)][exp(�t/sdecay) � exp(�t/srise)] for t� 0,

else Dr(t)¼ 0. The normalization factor, s(tp), is equal to

exp(�tp/sdecay) � exp(�tp/srise), and the time of the peak is

given by tp¼ [srisesdecay/(sdecay� srise)]ln(sdecay/srise). Synaptic

time constants were set according to measured values from

MSO neurons (Fischl et al., 2012; Magnusson et al., 2005).

For excitatory synapses, sErise
¼ 0:39996 ms and sEdecay

¼ 0:4,

and for slowly decaying inhibition, sIrise
¼ 0:4 ms and

sIdecay
¼ 2 ms. In addition, to produce contralateral-leading

best-ITDs similar to those measured in Brand et al. (2002),

rapidly decaying inhibition was applied in separate simulations

using sIrise
¼ 0:39996 ms and sIdecay

¼ 0:4 ms. The amplitudes

of conductance increments, fE and fI, were varied between

simulations and held constant within each simulation (dynamic

synaptic depression was not included in this model).

TABLE III. Synaptic strengths vs frequency.

Frequency

(Hz)

fE

(nS)

fI slowly decaying

(nS)

fI rapidly decaying

(nS)

250 27 8 36

500 18 6 30

750 80 8 72

1000 108 5 36

1250 180 3 40

1500 220 4 40
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For each synapse there is at most one input event per

stimulus period, and events are generated by a two-stage pro-

cess for each period. First, the occurrence (or not) of an input

spike is determined with a fixed probability and second, the

temporal location, tk, within the period is determined. Input

patterns are characterized with three parameters: the stimu-

lus period, T, the average input spike rate to each synapse,

Rave, and the input synchrony index, SI. Parameters Rave and

SI, respectively, control the rate and the temporal aspects of

input spike trains. The probability of an input event within a

period is equal to the lesser of RaveT and 1. The temporal

location, tk, within the period is drawn from a Gaussian dis-

tribution with mean, T/2, and standard deviation, T/(2 F),

where F ¼ p=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 lnð1=SIÞ

p
, i.e., the inverse of the coefficient

of variation of the jitter distribution.

3. Stimuli and input parameters

Responses of the model MSO neuron to 500-ms tones

with ITD were simulated for input frequency (f¼ 1/T) equal

to 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, and 1500 Hz. There were five

repetitions at each ITD, with the reported discharge rates

being the mean rate at each ITD; the standard deviation of

discharge rate over the five repetitions was also recorded. In

all simulations, the sample rate was 120 kHz, with an integer

number of samples per ITD step at all applied stimulus fre-

quencies. The ITD-resolution was T/20, except for the stimu-

lus frequency of 1250 Hz where ITD-resolution was T/24.

The input SI was set to physiologically measured values

(Joris et al., 1994) from AVCN projections in the trapezoid

body stimulated at their characteristic frequencies (CFs), i.e.,

SI¼ 0.93 at 250 Hz, 0.9 at 500 Hz, 0.85 at 750 Hz, 0.8 at

1000 Hz, 0.75 at 1250 Hz, and 0.7 at 1500 Hz. Input rate,

Rave, to each synapse reflects measured spike rates in AVCN

projections at each frequency (Joris et al., 1994) such that

the input to each model synapse entrains to the stimulus fre-

quency up to 600 Hz, and then saturates at 600 spikes/s for

higher frequencies. The input rates and synchrony not only

reflect the AVCN responses to acoustic tones at 60 dB SPL

and higher, they maintain a reasonably high input rate to the

model MSO neuron per stimulus period, allowing the possi-

bility of continued ITD sensitivity as the stimulus frequency

increases to 1500 Hz.

B. Neural modeling results

Figure 2 displays rate-ITD functions of model MSO neu-

rons, showing discharge rates in action-potentials per second

(spikes/s) as ITD varied from �1 to þ1 ms for stimulus tones

at CF from 250 to 1500 Hz.2 [The frequency legend in

Fig. 2(B) applies to all panels.] Each panel of Fig. 2 shows

responses of the model MSO in one of three conditions simulat-

ing the absence and presence of contralaterally driven glyciner-

gic inhibition: Fig. 2(A), bilateral excitation (EE) only; Fig.

2(B), excitation and slowly decaying inhibition (sIrise
¼ 0:4 ms;

sIdecay
¼ 2:0 ms); Fig. 2(C), excitation and rapidly decaying

inhibition (sIrise
¼ 0:39996 ms; sIdecay

¼ 0:4 ms).

The excitatory synaptic time constants (sErise
¼ 0:39996

ms; sEdecay
¼ 0:4 ms) and the excitatory synaptic strength (fE)

as a function of frequency were maintained across all three

conditions. At each stimulus frequency, a single value of fE

was selected that produced both an unsaturated rate-ITD

function in the purely excitatory condition, and a relatively

steep rate-ITD function at zero ITD with a contralateral-

leading best-ITD in the rapidly decaying inhibition condi-

tion. Inhibitory synaptic strength (fI) at each frequency was

adjusted independently for slowly decaying or rapidly decay-

ing inhibition. Synaptic strength values across input frequen-

cies and inhibition-conditions are provided in Table III. The

synchrony index and rate of synaptic input events are func-

tions of frequency, given above in Sec. III A 3.

1. Rate-ITD functions

The rate-ITD functions in Fig. 2 served as the inputs to

the binaural display models. Key features of these functions

include the approximate periodicity corresponding to the

stimulus frequency, the maximum and minimum firing rates,

FIG. 2. Discharge rate as a function of ITD in acoustic tones from 250 to

1500 Hz for the model MSO neuron with (A) purely excitatory inputs, (B)

excitatory and slowly decaying inhibitory inputs, and (C) excitatory and rap-

idly decaying inhibitory inputs.
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and the modulation index, m, which indicates the sensitivity

to ITD

m ¼ ðmaxðrateÞ �minðrateÞÞ=ðmaxðrateÞ þminðrateÞÞ:
(4)

A fifth key feature is the half-width of the peak, defined as

the shortest time difference between crossings of the mean

excursion value [max(rate)þmin(rate)]/2. Modulation index

and half-width are given in Tables IV and V.

In all conditions, the rate-ITD functions were highly

modulated at and below 1000 Hz, and became progressively

less modulated with increasing frequency above 1000 Hz.

Maximum spike rates decreased markedly between 1000 and

1250 Hz, and minimum spike rates increased steadily between

1000 and 1500 Hz. The rate-ITD functions remained reason-

ably well-modulated at 1250 Hz, and became relatively flat at

1500 Hz. Compared with the purely excitatory condition, both

types of contralateral inhibition reduced overall discharge

rates. Slowly decaying inhibition increased the modulation

percentage, except at 500 Hz, where m held steady at its maxi-

mum possible value of 1. At 1000 Hz and below, slowly

decaying inhibition decreased half-widths by more than 12%,

indicating that the sharpness of ITD-tuning was increased by

the inhibition; at 1250 Hz, the half-width decreased slightly,

and at 1500 Hz, the half-width increased slightly.

Rapidly decaying inhibition, across all input frequen-

cies, shifted the best-ITD from zero (in the purely excitatory

condition) to contralateral-leading ITD, such that the steep-

est slope in each rate-ITD function occurred near the midline

(zero ITD). Rapidly decaying inhibition increased the modu-

lation index, except at 500 Hz, where m held steady at its

maximum value of 1, and at 1000 Hz where m decreased by

1%. Rapidly decaying inhibition also decreased half-widths

by more than 12% at 500 Hz and below, but had less effect

on ITD tuning at 750 Hz and above. The shift in best-ITD

and the sharpening of ITD-tuning were two other key fea-

tures of the rate-ITD functions incorporated in the binaural

display models.

Best-ITDs also tended to be slightly contralateral-

leading for slowly decaying inhibition [Fig. 2(B)], which is

most easily observable at 750 Hz and below. Although the

relatively low electrical impedance of the soma produced

nearly identical membrane potentials in its ipsilateral and

contralateral halves (Fig. 3), the locations of the axon and

the inhibitory synaptic current inputs affected responses to

ITD in the model neuron. Where there was no significant in-

hibitory shift in best-ITD in a symmetrical model neuron

with contralaterally driven inhibition applied to the center of

the soma (not shown), the observed inhibitory shifts to

contralateral-leading best-ITDs were facilitated by the asym-

metrical location of the inhibitory synapses (at the contralat-

eral side of the soma) and the axon extending from the

ipsilateral side of the soma.

TABLE IV. Modulation indexes (m) of fitted rate-ITD functions under

selected conditions of excitation and inhibition.

Frequency

(Hz)

EE

only

I slowly decaying

þ EE

I rapidly decaying

þ EE

250 0.79 1.00 1.00

500 1.00 1.00 1.00

750 0.92 0.98 0.97

1000 0.88 0.89 0.87

1250 0.43 0.47 0.51

1500 0.22 0.27 0.26

TABLE V. Half-widths (in ms) of fitted rate-ITD functions under selected

conditions of excitation and inhibition.

Frequency

(Hz)

EE

only

I slowly decaying

þ EE

I rapidly decaying

þ EE

250 1.06 0.93 0.93

500 0.58 0.47 0.50

750 0.50 0.40 0.54

1000 0.50 0.40 0.49

1250 0.40 0.38 0.39

1500 0.30 0.33 0.33

FIG. 3. Membrane potentials, �M, as a function of time in the model MSO

neuron with rapidly decaying inhibition for a stimulus tone at 1000 Hz: �M

in the contralateral dendrite (light blue dashed line), ipsilateral dendrite

(black dash-dotted line), contralateral (red line) and ipsilateral (black dotted

line) halves of the soma (curves overlap), and the axon (dark blue line). (A),

(C), (E) ITD¼ 200 ls (best-ITD, bilateral inputs in-phase). (B), (D)

ITD¼�300 ls (bilateral inputs out-of-phase). Axonal action potentials

occur frequently for (C), (E) coincident binaural EPSPs, and rarely for (D) a

large monaural EPSP.
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2. Membrane potentials

Membrane potential, vM, as a function of time in the

model MSO neuron with rapidly decaying inhibition is

shown in Fig. 3 for a stimulus tone at 1000 Hz, and in Fig. 4

for separately presented tone stimuli at 1250 and 1500 Hz.

Potential vM is plotted for the midpoint of the axon (dark

blue line); the contralateral half of the soma (red line) and ip-

silateral half of the soma (black dotted line), where vM is

nearly equal and the two curves practically overlap; and the

contralateral and ipsilateral dendrites (light blue dashed line,

and black dash-dotted line, respectively, each recorded near

its excitatory synapses, at 37.5% of the dendritic length from

the soma).

In Fig. 3 at 1000 Hz, in Figs. 3(A), 3(C) and 3(E),

ITD¼ 200 ls (best-ITD, bilateral inputs in-phase), and in

Figs. 3(B) and 3(D), ITD¼�300 ls (bilateral inputs out-of-

phase). Figures 3(A) and 3(B) show 20-ms samples illustrat-

ing that the discharge rate in the axon was high for the in-

phase condition, and low for the out-of-phase condition. The

ratio of average spike rates between in-phase and out-of-

phase conditions, equal to 14, was even higher than sug-

gested by the figure—due to the actual out-of-phase spike

rate being three times lower than suggested by the single

spike in Fig. 3(B). Figures 3(C) and 3(E) show close-ups of

excitatory post-synaptic potentials (EPSPs) and resulting

axonal action-potentials in the in-phase condition. In Fig.

3(C), the EPSPs in the contralateral and ipsilateral dendrites

were of moderate amplitude and highly synchronous. In Fig.

3(E), the bilateral dendritic EPSPs were reasonably synchro-

nous and of high amplitude. As expected, highly synchro-

nous bilateral EPSPs of high amplitude (not shown) were

also sufficient to trigger an action potential. Figure 3(D)

shows a close-up of EPSPs and an axonal action potential in

the out-of-phase condition, where a contralateral dendritic

EPSP of high-amplitude was sufficient to trigger the action

potential. Large action potentials occurred only in the axon,

not in the soma, and the lack of dendritic sodium currents

prevented any form of action potential in the dendrites.

During some axonal action potentials, such as that of Fig.

3(D) and the second of Fig. 3(C), there was a slight momen-

tary increase in somatic vM that occurred late in the somatic

EPSP, during the plateau or downward slope of the EPSP,

suggesting back-propagation of the action potential from the

axon to the soma.

The bilaterally in-phase conditions that produced action

potentials at 1000 Hz continued to do so at 1250 and

1500 Hz, but less frequently, due to the increased shunting

effects of more consistently activated KLT currents at higher

frequencies (Colburn et al., 2008). Figures 4(A) and 4(B)

show vM at 1250 Hz, and Figs. 4(C)–4(E) show vM at

1500 Hz. At 1250 Hz, Fig. 4(A) shows the best-ITD in-phase

condition at ITD¼ 160 ls, and Fig. 4(B) shows the out-of-

phase condition at ITD¼�240 ls. The ratio of spike rates

between the in-phase and out-of-phase conditions fell

sharply above 1000 Hz, but at 1250 Hz this ratio remained

reasonably high at 3:1. At 1500 Hz, Fig. 4(C) shows the

best-ITD in-phase condition at ITD¼ 133 ls, and Fig. 4(D)

shows the out-of-phase condition at ITD¼�200 ls, where

the spike rate approximately doubled (compared with the

out-of-phase condition at 1250 Hz), such that ratio of spikes

rates between in-phase and out-of-phase conditions

decreased to approximately 3:2 at 1500 Hz. In the out-of-

phase condition at 1500 Hz, action potentials triggered by

errantly coincident bilateral EPSPs, such as the spike shown

in Fig. 4(E), became more frequent compared with 1250 Hz.

A contributing mechanism to this increase in errant binaural

coincidences at higher frequencies is the combination of a

shorter stimulus period and decreased input synchrony.

The high dendritic voltages (around �20 mV) recorded

near the model excitatory synapses were due to the strong

synapses at 750 Hz and above. At 500 Hz, with much weaker

synapses, vM was in the range of �45 mV (not shown). At all

frequencies, EPSPs decreased significantly as they traveled

through the dendrite toward the soma, such that vM in the

proximal segment of the dendrite (i.e., vM at 3.75 lm or

FIG. 4. Membrane potentials, �M, as a function of time in the model MSO

neuron with rapidly decaying inhibition for a stimulus tone at 1250 Hz and

1500 Hz: �M in the contralateral dendrite (light blue dashed line), ipsilateral

dendrite (black dashed-dotted line), contralateral (red line), and ipsilateral

(black dotted line) halves of the soma (curves overlap), and the axon (dark

blue line). As at lower frequencies, action potentials were triggered by in-

phase binaural EPSPs at best-ITD, but less frequently. (A) 1250 Hz, bilater-

ally in-phase at best-ITD¼ 160 ls. (B) 1250 Hz, bilaterally out-of-phase at

ITD¼�240 ls. (C) 1500 Hz, bilaterally in-phase at best ITD¼ 133 ls. (D),

(E), 1500 Hz, bilateral out-of-phase at ITD¼�200 ls, where an axonal

action potential was triggered by errantly coincident bilateral EPSPs.
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2.5% of dendritic length from the soma, not shown) was vir-

tually indistinguishable from vM in the soma.

IV. CENTROID MODEL

It is possible to account for features of the experimental

thresholds, including the dramatic lateralization failure at

1450 Hz, with a signal processing theory that extends the

Jeffress (1948) model of the binaural system. The theory has

two main parts. One part is an array of coincidence cells

(MSO cells) in the brainstem operating as cross-correlators,

as modeled in Sec. III. The second part is a hypothetical bin-

aural display that is a nexus between the coincidence cells

and a spatial representation that is adequate to determine lat-

erality for a listener. The display is imagined to have a wide

distribution of best delays, and the distribution depends only

weakly on the cell best frequency.

A. Centroid lateralization display

The centroid lateralization display was introduced by

Stern and Colburn (1978) and applied to the lateralization of

500-Hz tones with interaural time and level differences. It

was modified and extended to other frequencies by Stern and

Shear (1996). In this display, a sine tone with an ITD of Dt
excites brainstem cross-correlator cells represented by a

cross-correlation function, c(s), where s is the lag (or best

interaural delay of the cell), and values of s have a wide

range, limited only by the density distribution p(s), centered

on s¼ 0.

The operative measure of laterality is the centroid of the

density-weighted cross-correlation,

�sðDtÞ ¼

ð
ds pðsÞscðs� DtÞ
ð

ds pðsÞcðs� DtÞ
; (5)

and the integrals are over the range of minus to plus infinity.

Values of �s were computed from model functions c(s)

and p(s). Function c(s) was an analytic fit to the rate-ITD

functions in Fig. 2(A), chosen mainly because it is symmetri-

cal about ITD¼ 0. The fit captured the period, minimum,

and maximum, as well as the narrowing of the peaks at low

frequencies. Fits to all of the rate-ITD functions, including

those in Fig. 2(A), are described in Appendix B. Density

function p(s) was a simplified version of the form introduced

by Colburn (1977),

pðsÞ ¼ C ðjsj � ToÞ; (6)

pðsÞ ¼ C exp½�ðjsj � ToÞ=so� ðjsj > ToÞ; (7)

where C normalizes the integrated density to 1.0. As noted

by Stern and Shear (1996), Colburn’s p(s) decays too slowly

to successfully model the lateralization of tones at high fre-

quency. Therefore, we chose a more rapidly decaying func-

tion with To¼ 0.2 ms, and so¼ 0.22 ms.

With these choices for c(s) and p(s), the nature of the

calculation in Eq. (5) is that as the tone frequency increases,

more and more cycles of c(s � Dt) fit within the range of

lags given by p(s). This has the effect of preventing the cent-

roid from increasing much as Dt increases because of partial

cancellation of the positive side-lobes of c(s � Dt) by the

negative side-lobes. Similar behavior was noted by Stern

and Shear (1996) in their calculation of lateralization as a

function of frequency in fitting the data of Schiano et al.
(1986). Because the centroid is the cue to laterality available

to the listener, limiting the centroid in this way limits the

perceived laterality. That limit could be a key to the failure

to discriminate ITDs at 1450 Hz and above.

B. Centroid threshold calculation

Values of centroid �s computed from Eq. (5) using the

excitation-only rate-ITD functions from Fig. 2(A) for c(s)

are shown in Fig. 5 for seven different tone frequencies. For

those frequencies where no MSO model calculations were

done, functions were interpolated. Figure 5 leads to predic-

tions for a threshold DITD if it is assumed that there is a

threshold value of centroid sT . For example, if it is assumed

that the centroid threshold is sT ¼ 9 ls, as shown by the

dashed horizontal line in Fig. 5, then the model predicts a

threshold of DITD¼ 56.5 ls for a frequency of 1250 Hz, as

shown by the open circle in Fig. 5. Because of the choice of

model parameters, there is no intersection for the �s function

for 1450 Hz, and the DITD threshold is found to diverge,

consistent with experiment.

Computed thresholds from the centroid model, to be

compared with experimental thresholds, were calculated by

starting with the excitation-only rate-ITD functions from

Fig. 2(A) and varying the modulation, m, over a range of

610%. The range of predicted thresholds is shown by the

shaded region in Fig. 6(a), which can be compared with the

experimental values of DITD for the four listeners. The cal-

culation agrees with the experimental values in four impor-

tant ways: (i) The threshold increases as the frequency is

FIG. 5. Interaural delay centroid as a function of the interaural time differ-

ence, Dt, as computed in the centroid display model for seven tone frequen-

cies. An illustrative value of centroid threshold sT is shown at 9 ls. The

open circle shows the predicted threshold for 1250 Hz. The density p(s) for

s> 0 is shown by the inset in the upper right corner.
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reduced to 250 Hz. At this low frequency there is unusual

sensitivity to the model synaptic strength. The two low-

frequency branches of the shaded region in Fig. 6(a) arise

from a difference of only 10% in synaptic strength. (ii) The

threshold shows a broad minimum (DITD near 20 ls)

between 500 and 1000 Hz. (iii) The threshold rises faster

than exponentially between 1000 and 1400 Hz, successfully

mimicking the rapid rise seen experimentally. (iv) Most

importantly, the threshold disappears altogether as the fre-

quency reaches 1450 Hz. There are two reasons for the van-

ishing threshold—the reduced modulation of the rate-ITD

function at high frequency, and the canceling of side-lobes

in the region of p(s).

Figures 6(b) and 6(c) reveal features of the centroid cal-

culation by selectively removing the frequency dependence

of modulation or the side-lobe effect. In Fig. 6(b), the side-

lobe cancellation in Fig. 6(a) was retained while modulation

of the rate-ITD function (m) was fixed, either 80% to 100%

(blue) or 20% to 35% (red). Because thresholds remain finite

at high frequency when the modulation is large, one knows

that the decreased modulation at high frequency was essen-

tial for the divergence seen in Fig. 6(a). Side-lobe cancella-

tion by itself is not adequate given these values of To and so.

High-frequency thresholds diverge when the modulation is

small (red region), but then the model usually overestimates

the thresholds at mid frequencies.

In Fig. 6(c), the modulation parameters of Fig. 6(a) were

retained while the effect of side-lobes was reduced because

there were no cross-correlator cells with best interaural

phase differences greater than 180 deg—a model feature

known as the pi-limit (Thompson et al., 2006). Therefore,

interaural delay lines were shorter for higher frequencies. As

expected, eliminating cells with large phase delay had no

effect on thresholds at low frequency—Fig. 6(c) looks like

Fig. 6(a) at low frequency. But thresholds in Fig. 6(c) remain

finite at high frequency, demonstrating that side-lobe cancel-

lation played a critical role in the high-frequency divergence

in Fig. 6(a).

Figures 6(a)–6(c) show that model threshold increases

as the frequency decreases from 500 to 250 Hz. Part of this

increase is caused by reduced modulation at 250 Hz, but

most of it is caused by the broader rate-ITD function at

250 Hz—the 1/f effect.

Our experiments found that thresholds decreased as the

frequency increased from 500 to 800 or 1000 Hz. Only the

pi-limit calculations in Fig. 6(c) reproduced that feature. The

inability of complete centroid calculations in Fig. 6(a) to

reproduce that feature is partly due to the side-lobe cancella-

tion and partly due to reduced modulation of model rate-ITD

functions at 1000 Hz.

C. Centroid staircase calculation

The calculation in Sec. IV B assumed a fixed centroid

threshold internal to the binaural system. A calculation that

is more consistent with signal detection theory would aban-

don such an internal threshold and compare the computed

centroid with the variance intrinsic to the model binaural

system. To do this alternative calculation, we ran simulated

adaptive staircases with response decisions based on the

rate-ITD functions of the model MSO neuron, with mean

and variability, as described in Sec. III A 3. A similar psy-

chophysically motivated test of the ITD information capabil-

ity of a single-neuron (inferior colliculus) was made by

Shackleton et al. (2003).

Centroids were computed for simulated forced-choice

trials consisting of left-leading and right-leading tones. The

calculations used excitation-only rate-ITD functions from

Sec. III, normally distributed about their mean values shown

in Fig. 2(A), with the standard deviation determined over the

five computations. If the centroid for the right-leading tone

was further to the right than the centroid for the left-leading

tone, the response to the simulated trial was taken to be cor-

rect; otherwise, it was wrong. Sequences of simulated trials

like this became simulated runs, obeying all the rules of our

real staircase runs, as described in Sec. II. Dozens of simu-

lated runs for each frequency led to model thresholds,

depending only on the model MSO calculations and the p(s)

function.

The results of the staircase simulations using the cent-

roid display model and the model MSO cell, with its mean

rate-ITD function and variability, are shown in Fig. 7 for

three different decays of the p(s) function. All the calcula-

tions failed to agree with the experimental DITD thresholds

at low frequency. Simulated staircase average thresholds

FIG. 6. Computed thresholds DITD for the centroid model with internal

centroid threshold of 9 ls are shown by hatched regions. (a) All inclusive.

(b) All inclusive except that the rate-ITD function modulation is constant,

m¼ 0.8–1.0 (blue) or m¼ 0.25–0.35 (red). (c) All inclusive except that side-

lobe cancellation is excluded by limiting the internal delay line to interaural

phases in the range �180 to þ180 deg. Symbols show experimental thresh-

olds copied from Fig. 1.
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were only a few microseconds, with the staircases often

down at the floor value of 1 ls. Thus, the model greatly

underestimated human ITD thresholds.

An explanation for the failure of the centroid model at

low frequency is not hard to find. The centroid model is an

integral over the internal ITD axis, as weighted by the p(s)

function. The random variations introduced into the calcula-

tion by including the variance of the rate-ITD function are

positive and negative with equal probability and tend to can-

cel in the integration. As a result, the variance has far too lit-

tle effect on the calculated lateralization to agree with the

experiment. However, provided that the decay of p(s) is not

too rapid, there is an opportunity for side lobes to cancel

centroid strength, and that can lead to high and diverging

thresholds at high frequency, as shown by the blue and green

regions in Fig. 7.

The fraction of the cells under the p(s) function with a

best delay in the range �To � so to þTo þ so is given by

½1þ ð1� e�1Þso=To�=½1þ so=To�
¼ ½1þ 0:632so=To�=½1þ so=To�: (8)

For the green region, To¼ 0.2 ms and so¼ 0.4 ms. Therefore,

for this region, 75% of the cells have best delays between

�600 and 600 ls.

V. RATE-DIFFERENCE MODEL

An alternative to a place model of ITD encoding is a

model in which binaural cross-correlator cells have a narrow

distribution of best interaural delay. The peak firing rate for

cells in the left brain stem is expected when waveform fea-

tures occur in the right ear prior to the left. Thus, the rate-

ITD function resembles Fig. 2(C), where the peak response

is shifted to the right by rapidly decaying inhibition. A shift

of the same sign but smaller magnitude appears in Fig. 2(B)

because of slow inhibition. Figures 2(A)–2(C) show that the

best delay (peak of the function) depends on the frequency

of the tone. The functions for the cells in the right brain stem

are assumed to be similar, except for a reversal of the ITD

axis. Consequently, when a tone leads in the left ear, the ex-

citation of the cells in the right brain stem is greater than for

the cells on the left. A more central process that registers the

difference in excitation can then determine the ITD and the

laterality of the tone. Such a model is a “rate-difference”

model for lateralization.

A. Methods

Staircase simulations, as for the centroid model described

in Sec. IV C, were done for a rate-difference model beginning

with the rate-ITD functions in Figs. 2(A)–2(C). The rate-ITD

functions and their standard deviations were fitted as

described in Appendix B. For each simulated tone interval

(right-leading and left-leading) excitation was computed for

right and left model cells, including random variation consist-

ent with the model cell standard deviation. If the difference

between right and left cells was greater on the right-leading

interval than on the left-leading interval, the response was

said to be correct; otherwise, it was wrong. Simulated stair-

cases were run using different values of the starting DITD,

ranging from 100 ls to 600 ls. As for the real experiments, it

was important that the final threshold did not depend on the

starting DITD.

B. Results

Simulated staircases for the excitation-only rate-ITD

function shown in Fig. 2(A) did not converge. Because these

functions are approximately even functions of the ITD, there

was no reason for the excitation to be greater on one side

compared to the other, whatever the DITD, and convergence

would not be expected.

Thresholds computed from the slow-inhibition rate-ITD

functions from Fig. 2(B) are shown by the hatched region in

Fig. 8(a). The hatched region is centered on the mean thresh-

old, computed over 100 staircase runs, and is two standard

deviations in overall width. Because of the small displace-

ment of these rate-ITD functions away from zero, staircases

converged to thresholds in the range of human experiments

only for 500, 750, and 1000 Hz. For other frequencies, indi-

vidual staircases converged, but for 1250 Hz and 1500 Hz,

the threshold increased with increasing starting ITD value.

Consequently, sequences of staircases diverged.

Thresholds computed from the rapid-inhibition rate-ITD

functions from Fig. 2(C) are shown in Fig. 8(b). Again, the

hatched region is centered on the mean threshold, computed

over 100 staircase runs, and is two standard deviations in

overall width. All staircases converged for all frequencies

and all starting values of the ITD. Importantly, staircases

failed to diverge at 1500 Hz, contrary to experiment. The

FIG. 7. Computed thresholds DITD for the centroid model from staircase

simulations are shown by hatched regions—centered on the mean over 20

simulated runs and two standard deviations in width. In function p(s) param-

eter To was always 0.2 ms. For the blue region, so¼ 0.75 ms. For the green

region, so¼ 0.4 ms. For the red region, so¼ 0.22 ms. Experimental data are

shown by open symbols. The vertical scale is logarithmic to accommodate

the wide range of the calculations. The positive curvature of the data plots

on this scale show the faster than exponential frequency dependence.
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thresholds in Fig. 8(c) come from identical simulated stair-

cases except that the standard deviation from the Hodgkin-

Huxley cell calculations was replaced by the square root of

the mean firing rate divided by the tone duration (0.5 s), as

expected for a Poisson process. Again, all staircases con-

verged, and thresholds were similar to those in Fig. 8(b), but

usually somewhat larger.

The thresholds in Fig. 8(d) were obtained from stair-

cases that were identical to those for Fig. 8(b) except that the

effect of the rapid inhibition was reduced for 1500 Hz. The

rapid inhibition for the calculation of Fig. 8(b) led to a best

phase of 64 deg at 1500 Hz. In Fig. 8(d) that was reduced to

10 deg, roughly similar to the effect of slowly decaying inhi-

bition. With that replacement, staircases converged to large

threshold values, and these always depended on the starting

value of DITD. Therefore, sequences of staircases did not

converge as sometimes seen for human listeners at high fre-

quencies such as 1450 Hz. However, for human listeners,

individual staircases often failed to converge also.

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Interaural time difference thresholds (DITD) for sine

tones were measured for four listeners to determine the

detailed dependence of thresholds on tone frequency. The

experimental thresholds were compared to model thresholds

calculated from a Hodgkin-Huxley model for an MSO cell

and several different binaural display models.

A. Experimental summary

In the low-frequency region, 700 Hz and below, meas-

ured thresholds were approximately inversely proportional

to frequency, corresponding to a constant interaural phase

difference threshold. This kind of scaling can be expected

based on the increasing width of rate-ITD functions with

decreasing frequency. Departures from 1/f scaling might be

attributed to frequency-dependent responses of MSO cells or

to the best-delay distribution of these cells. However, low-

frequency experiments to establish these properties would

have to be better than ours because our experiments encoun-

tered across- and within-individual differences too large to

come to a conclusion. It was noted that the low-frequency

dependence observed historically tends to be shallower than

the inverse first power law predicted by scaling.

Minimum DITD thresholds occurred in the mid-

frequency region between 700 and 1000 Hz. Our interpreta-

tion of this minimum is that a frequency dependence similar

to the low-frequency 1/f law continues to apply in this region

and tends to cause thresholds to decrease with increasing

frequency. However, loss of synchrony in binaural cross-

correlator (MSO) cells causes thresholds to increase with

increasing frequency. The tradeoff between these two effects

leads to the minimum.

In the high-frequency region above 1000 Hz, thresholds

grew faster than exponentially with increasing frequency

until they became unmeasurable. Measurable thresholds

were found at 1400 Hz for two of our four listeners, but none

were found at 1450 Hz. The implication of the high-

frequency data for neural models of ITD processing is that

the ability of the binaural system to encode ITD does not

just fade away as frequency increases. Instead, it disappears

abruptly. The data suggest a neural process that suddenly

stops at a critical frequency. This kind of behavior is difficult

to simulate in a theoretical model.

B. Binaural model summary

A physiologically based ITD-sensitive MSO neuron

model was developed in which large action potentials are lim-

ited to the axon with only minor back-propagation to the

soma, similar to real MSO neurons (Scott et al., 2007). While

in previous multi-compartment models (Zhou et al., 2005;

Mathews et al., 2010; Fischl et al., 2012) ITD-sensitivity

decreases for inputs above 500 Hz, the frequency-range of

ITD-sensitivity in the present multi-compartment model was

extended upward to 1000 Hz, using specific ratios of ion-

channel currents in combination with realistically fast mem-

brane time constants at realistic resting potentials (details pro-

vided in Sec. III A). In the present study, the physiologically

based excitatory synaptic time constant of 0.4 ms (Fischl

et al., 2012) is slower than modeled previously (Zhou et al.,
2005; Brand et al., 2002), which helped facilitate the relatively

low ITD-sensitivity at 1500 Hz that was only partially dupli-

cated using faster synapses. Responses of the present model

decreased additionally above 1000 Hz because with increasing

stimulus frequency, although the input spike rate was held

constant, there was an inherently reduced number of input

spikes per stimulus period. The resting axonal membrane time

FIG. 8. Computed thresholds DITD for the rate-difference model are shown

by hatched regions—centered on the mean over 100 simulated runs, and two

standard deviations in width. (a) With rate-ITD functions from Fig. 2(B),

slow inhibition. (b) With rate-ITD functions from Fig. 2(C), fast inhibition.

(c) Same as (b) except that the standard deviations for the rate-ITD functions

were computed from the mean and the duration. See the text. (d) Same as (b)

except that the synaptic strength was reduced for the 1500-Hz calculation.

See the text. Symbols show experimental thresholds copied from Fig. 1.
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constant of 0.8 ms may have also contributed to the frequency

selectivity of the model neuron, though it also became difficult

to obtain responses across frequency in slower axons, and dif-

ficult to avoid spontaneous activity in faster axons.

The model MSO neuron produced peak-type responses

to ITD (as described in Batra et al., 1997). The model neu-

ron, with excitatory inputs only or with both excitatory and

inhibitory inputs, was incorporated into several different bin-

aural display models. Tests of the display models, comparing

their predictions with human threshold data, make the

assumption that the model neuron properties are realistic.

1. Centroid display with hard centroid threshold

When the centroid display (Stern and Colburn, 1978)

was given a hard internal threshold and combined with an

MSO model having excitatory inputs only, it proved possible

to fit the experimental data including the low-frequency rise

and the high-frequency divergence. However, the hard

threshold is inconsistent with signal detection theory, and

ignoring inhibition is also unrealistic.

2. Centroid model: Staircase simulation

Staircase simulations consistent with signal detection

theory found that the centroid display model failed at low fre-

quency, predicting ITD thresholds far lower than observed

experimentally. However, the model successfully reproduced

the divergence seen at high frequency. The divergence was

caused by side-lobe cancellation. Additional calculations, not

shown, discovered that, apart from the divergence, the faster

than exponential threshold dependence required both side-lobe

cancellation and frequency-dependence of the rate-ITD func-

tion, just as found for the hard centroid threshold assumption.

Success with the centroid model depended on the selection of

parameters, particularly in the neuron density function p(s).

3. Rate-difference model: Excitation only

Given the physiological basis of the MSO neural model,

all our rate-difference model calculations might be said to have

no adjustable parameters at all. In a rate-difference model,

image lateralization depends on a comparison of spike rates

from MSO cells in right and left brainstems. Our rate-ITD

functions for excitation only are symmetrical about zero inter-

nal delay with no displacement to either side. Consequently,

the model has no broken symmetry that would lead to a rate

difference and the model fails to converge to thresholds.

4. Rate-difference model: Slowly decaying inhibition

Incorporating inhibition reduced the MSO output rate,

sharpened the temporal response, and displaced the peak of the

rate-ITD function along the delay axis. However, for slowly

decaying inhibition the displacement was too small to generate

adequate binaural rate differences except for a few frequencies

where predicted thresholds were in the range of human data.

Slow inhibition was an attractive model feature because only

slowly decaying inhibitory post-synaptic potentials have been

recorded in MSO neurons (Smith, 1995; Magnusson et al.,
2005). There are, however, other sources of internal delay

apart from inhibition, notably axonal delay, as originally sug-

gested by Jeffress (1948), possibly modified by different axon

morphology (Seidl et al., 2010), and cochlear delays (Shamma

et al., 1989; Bonham and Lewis, 1999). Calculations (not

shown) found that for every frequency it was possible to find

some ad hoc additional delay (between 25 and 140 ls) which

could bring the calculated thresholds down to the measured

values and below. The relationship between best-fitting addi-

tional delay and frequency was not systematic.

5. Rate-difference model: Rapidly decaying inhibition

An MSO model with rapidly decaying contralateral inhi-

bition displaced the best-ITD to significant contralateral-

leading ITD values, as previously demonstrated in point-

neuron models (Brand et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2005).

Combined with the rate-difference display, the cell with fast

inhibition led to predicted thresholds in reasonable agreement

with human DITD thresholds except that the model failed to

exhibit the divergence at high frequency seen experimentally.

The divergence could be recovered by an ad hoc reduction in

synaptic strengths, which reduced the displacement.

C. Perspective

1. Ecological advantage

The experiments of this article showed that human ITD

thresholds increase faster than exponentially with increasing

frequency, finally diverging just above 1400 Hz. Possibly

there is some ecological advantage to this dramatic change in

sensitivity. In contrast with the gerbil, which appears to

employ a range of neural mechanisms to extend the upper fre-

quency range of ITD sensitivity (Day and Semple, 2011),

human listeners may benefit from reduced sensitivity to ITD

fine-structure at frequencies above 1400 Hz. This reduction

would mitigate the increasing ambiguity for humans in encod-

ing fine-structure ITD in narrow-band stimuli as sound fre-

quencies increase—where, due to the relatively large human

head-size, the ITDs become greater than half a period of the

stimulus, and ITD images appear on the wrong side of the

midline (Sayers, 1964).

2. Alternative neurophysiological levels

The focus of the models presented in this article has

been on low-level mechanisms in the human MSO and its

inputs, and in the initial binaural display. Limiting factors

include maintaining a bias toward peak-type MSO neurons

across CF, sharply reduced synchrony in the high-frequency

inputs from the AVCN to MSO, and a practical upper limit

to excitatory synaptic strength in MSO neurons. All these

factors contribute to reduced modulation in rate-ITD func-

tions and smaller displacement of the rate-ITD function from

ITD¼ 0 leading to decreased ITD sensitivity.

Alternatively, there may be high-level suppression of

fine-structure ITD responses in favor of the more reliable and

behaviorally relevant cues for sound localization at high fre-

quency: interaural-level-difference and envelope-ITD (Strutt,

1907; Henning, 1974; Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002;

Joris, 2003). High-level effects discounting ITDs at high
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frequency may reflect evolutionary pressure based on many

generations of experience with large heads.

There are also intermediate-level possibilities beyond the

MSO. A potential underlying mechanism for abrupt changes

in sensitivity may involve a variation in neural response type

within the inferior colliculus (IC) (Sivaramakrishnan and

Oliver, 2001) and a simple division of ITD-sensitive projec-

tions from the MSO within the tonotopic organization of the

IC. At lower CFs, ITD-sensitive inputs from the MSO may in-

nervate IC neurons that respond in a strong sustained manner

to ongoing inputs. At higher CFs, ITD-sensitive inputs from

the MSO may innervate adapting neurons that respond much

more strongly to the onsets of their inputs than to their

ongoing components. Such an arrangement would still enable

the high-CF IC neurons to respond to wideband stimuli of

transient or time-varying nature. However, although the pro-

posed transition across CFs may be sharp, the fairly broad

frequency-tuning of auditory filters would make the transition

of IC responses across input frequencies more gradual and

would not exhibit the sharpness seen in human thresholds.

3. Hybrid model

Although limitations on ITD encoding might arise from

different levels of the auditory system, the modeling presented

in this article makes it highly plausible that important limita-

tions arise already at the lowest brainstem level. The explana-

tion for the observed sharp ITD cutoff at high frequency may

ultimately be traced to biological limits in low-level binaural

processing of the MSO and previous stages of the binaural

system. If it is granted that it is reasonable to search for a low-

level explanation, it then becomes a problem that neither the

centroid model nor the rate-difference model can explain all

the data. The centroid model can explain the high-frequency

divergence, but it fails dramatically at low frequency. The

rate-difference model is successful at low and intermediate

frequencies but reproduces the high-frequency divergence

only with ad hoc assumptions that considerably reduce the

displacement of the peak response along the delay axis. A

hybrid model, rate code at low frequency and centroid at high

frequency, could account for the observed human threshold

data. Such a hybrid model is economical. At low frequencies,

it avoids the need for the long internal interaural delays

required by the centroid model or other variants of the Jeffress

model. At high frequencies it avoids the need for a very tight

distribution of internal delays required to maintain a small

range of best interaural phase responses. The hybrid model

has enough flexibility that it is possible to imagine that the

entire frequency dependence of human ITD thresholds,

including the high-frequency divergence, arises from the prop-

erties of MSO cells.
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APPENDIX A: DIVERGING STAIRCASES

1. Forms of divergence

In the course of our experimental work we encountered

experiment runs with three kinds of staircase divergence. In

order of decreasing severity, these are

a. No-threshold. A staircase produced no threshold

when, as the run progressed, the value of DITD approached

a period of the tone before 14 turnarounds had occurred.

Some of these runs were stopped by the experimenter.

b. Staircase divergence. According to our definition, a

converging staircase produces a final threshold estimate for

DITD that is less than the starting value. A diverging stair-

case produces a threshold that is larger than the starting

value.

c. Diverging staircase sequences. A sequence of

staircases diverges when thresholds increase systematically

as the starting value of DITD increases. The individual stair-

cases may or may not converge. We often found thresholds

only a few dozen microseconds above the starting point, but

when the starting point was increased by 50 or 100 ls, the

staircase again diverged. It became evident that there were

wide regions of DITD less than the period where sequences

of staircases did not converge.

2. Diverging staircases

Runs with a staircase divergence normally showed an

increasing trend in staircase bottoms and in staircase tops. In

our staircase runs with 14 turnarounds, there were 7 opportu-

nities for staircase bottoms to decrease, and 6 opportunities

for staircase tops to decrease, a total of 13 opportunities per

run. Mathematically, a convergent staircase may have as few

as one decreasing value, but in practice, an examination of

50 randomly chosen, converging staircases showed that the

average was 5.7 (standard deviation¼ 1.5) decreases. By

contrast, for those staircases that we identified as divergent

in Sec. II B, the majority had no decreases. The average of

23 such divergent staircases was 0.7 decreases, far fewer

than counted for converging staircases. But although stair-

cases at high frequencies persistently diverged, that does not

mean that listeners gained no information from the ITDs.

Percentages of correct responses often exceeded the random

guessing value of 50%.

To explore the divergence of staircases for different hy-

pothetical observers, we ran millions of staircases, following

all our rules, using responses from a random number genera-

tor. We defined the divergence as the difference between a

staircase threshold and an arbitrary starting value. The cumu-

lative distribution in Fig. 9 shows the percentage of staircases
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with divergence less than the value given on the horizontal

axis. For instance, the solid line shows that for a random-

guessing observer (Pc¼ 50), 50% of the staircases will

diverge by 300 ls or less. The dashed line shows that for an

observer who chooses correctly on two-thirds of the trials

(Pc¼ 67), 50% of staircases will diverge by 90 ls or less.3

Divergences were studied for individual listeners at the

smallest frequencies for which no convergence occurred:

a. L1 at 1450 Hz. For nine staircases, the median diver-

gence was 144 ls; the mean was 181 ls.

b. L2 at 1450 Hz. For six staircases, the median diver-

gence was 130 ls; the mean was 140 ls.

c. L3 at 1400 Hz. For nine staircases, the median diver-

gence was 68 ls; the mean was 62 ls.

d. L4 at 1350 Hz. For four staircases, the median diver-

gence was 120 ls; the mean was 136 ls.

Most of these divergences correspond to a percentage of

correct responses somewhere between 50% and 67%.

Therefore, although no convergence occurred according to our

protocol, there would exist some staircase, targeting a low, but

finite, positive value of d0, which would converge. At the same

time, except for L3 at 1400 Hz, the listeners would probably not

produce valid thresholds at these high-frequency limits in proto-

cols that require performance greater than 70% correct. This

analysis of divergence leads to additional confidence that ITD

discrimination for sine tone stops between 1400 and 1450 Hz.

APPENDIX B: RATE-ITD FITS

The simulations of this article required analytic forms

for the rate-ITD functions shown in Fig. 2. These functions

resemble offset cosine functions, as expected for the cross-

correlation of sine tones, but for low frequencies the func-

tions are not symmetrical—the peaks are sharper than the

valleys. The rate-ITD functions were fitted with a four-

parameter equation

cðsÞ ¼ Aþ B cos½2pf sþ /þ 2pg sinð2pf sþ /Þ�:

Here A is the average value (vertical offset), and B is the

amplitude of the modulation. Parameter / indicates the best

interaural phase, equal to the best ITD multiplied by the

frequency. Parameter g is the asymmetry parameter which

phase modulates the cosine function synchronously with

the tone frequency. For g¼ 0, there is no peak sharpening.

For g near 0.2, there is considerable sharpening, and for g
greater than 0.2 the function acquires some oscillatory

character.

Values of the parameters for the A, B, and C functions in

Fig. 2 are given in Tables VI(a), VI(b), and VI(c) respectively.

Because the standard deviations of the rate-ITD functions

tended to follow the functions themselves, the same form was

used for the standard deviation. Logic required that the phase

/ be the same for a rate-ITD function and the corresponding

standard deviation. The parameters for standard deviations are

given by primed variables in Table VI.

1A function of the form DITD ¼ to exp (-f/fo), where to and fo are adjustable

parameters, leads to an excellent fit to the low-frequency data for all four

listeners—from 250 to 800 Hz for L1, L2, and L3 and from 250 to 700 Hz

for L4. It is a much better fit for every listener than the function with con-

stant interaural phase difference, DITD ¼ c/f. Of course, the exponential

fit has two adjustable parameters and the constant IPD has only one. That

may make the comparison unfair.
2At 250 Hz, with a stimulus period of 4 ms, spike rates continued to

decrease for ITDs from �1 to �2 ms and from 1 to 2 ms (not shown). In

the conditions with inhibition, for this expanded range of ITD, spike rates

were near zero (maximum 8 spikes/s). In the purely excitatory model,

spike rates decreased from 56 to 27 spikes/s as ITD decreased from -1 to -

2 ms, and decreased from 49 to 28 spikes/s as ITD increased from 1 to

FIG. 9. Cumulative histogram for divergence for different hypothetical lis-

teners: Solid line 50% correct. Dashed line 67% correct. In the latter case,

2% of runs converge, i.e., the divergence is negative.

TABLE VI. (a) Fitting parameters, excitation only. (b) Fitting parameters,

slow inhibition. (c) Fitting parameters, fast inhibition.

f (Hz) A B / (deg) g A0 B0 /0 (deg) g0

(a)

250 129.6 102.4 �1 0.160 9.37 5.47 �1 0.025

500 217.2 217.2 0 0.135 6.98 7.48 0 0.070

750 204.4 188.4 0 0.070 13.05 10.60 0 0.030

1000 241.8 212.6 �1 0.0 16.96 11.86 �1 0.200

1250 112.0 48.0 �5 0.0 20.37 15.0 �5 0.040

1500 143.2 31.6 0 0.025 20.53 15.76 0 0.035

(b)

250 86.4 86.4 5 0.260 6.38 6.38 5 0.135

500 109.2 109.2 8 0.230 8.09 8.09 8 0.155

750 128.4 125.2 14 0.125 10.07 8.98 14 0.080

1000 126.4 112.0 13 0.055 12.43 9.8 13 0.080

1250 81.4 38.6 5 0.015 14.2 7.78 5 0.075

1500 82.0 22.4 18 0.0 17.3 10.1 18 0.40

(c)

250 82.4 82.4 30 0.235 5.26 5.26 30 0.110

500 107.8 107.8 40 0.180 7.70 7.70 40 0.105

750 125.2 121.2 66 0.050 11.5 9.36 66 0.005

1000 122.2 105.4 77 0.005 9.80 6.84 77 0.015

1250 79.6 40.4 86 0.010 10.6 5.95 86 0.020

1500 91.4 23.4 64 0.0 7.68 7.68 64 0.005
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2 ms. Our calculated ITD discrimination thresholds include the simulation

results from this expanded range of ITD at 250 Hz.
3The computer model in this appendix is unusual because the percentage of

correct responses is held constant and does not grow as the ITD grows.

However, this may be an appropriate assumption in the region of large

interaural phase shifts where this model is applied.
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